ORDER MANAGEMENT WIZARD

THE ONE WHO DRIVES

THE DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION WINS!

Requirement Oriented Innovation!
By transforming it into a lean and systematic operation,
in e-commerce and online shopping processes; the
efficiency of the store is greatly increased by providing
happier staff and faster cart transformation.

Manage orders from a
single app!
With its user-friendly interface and the latest technology
software, access the stock status of the order and the
shortest location in the warehouse with one click!

Faster, more profitable!
With the software we developed and the integrated
order picking trolley models, increase your turnover by
providing accurate and quick cart conversion in
incoming orders, maximize the customer satisfaction.

How Did We Born?
We have designed order picking trolleys with
user-friendly software to prevent incorrect and
incomplete orders, speed up the order picking process
and give your customers the best performance.

For a fast and systematic order picking system in your company, choose
the Order Management Wizard, one of the Sirius smart solutions.
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Advantages of Using Order Management Wizard

Productivity

Lower Your Costs

In-store employee performance report is
prepared and sent to the head office, providing
up to 40% efficiency in transportation.

Reduce your workforce and reduce your
costs thanks to the technology integrated
into the system.

Multiple Orders in One Route

Shortest Route

Minimize order picking speed and effort with
the order consolidation feature, which allows
you to collect more than one order at the
same time.

With the in-company navigation system and
smart picking systems that allow you to reach
the products in the shortest way, employees are
provided with 70% less trips in the warehouse.

Improve Your Quality

Faster and More Accurate Picking

Smart picking systems that can take multiple
orders at once, save your employees time and
increase your work quality up to 100% and
order picking speed up to 200%.

Collaborate with technology, minimizing the
margin of error by minimizing manpower.

Supported Devices

Tablet

Handheld Terminal

Phone

Wearable Scanner

Other Features
Integration with the online ordering system is carried out by ÜÇGE.
It has the authorization feature to contact the customer when the products in the order list need
to be reduced or changed.
According to the application system, kilogram adjustment and change can be made in fruit and
vegetable products, as well as the ability to communicate with the consumer.
When the product is out of stock, its equivalent is shown, so that the consumers can reach their
needs completely.
The price changes in the products are instantly reflected in the application, and the price
consistency in the products is ensured.
General store control can be provided within the application, and the current stock status of
products can be viewed in multiple stores.
As the items in the order are collected, they become passive on the map.
Reporting module is available.

Order Picking Trolley Technical Features
Collecting more than one customer order at the same time with 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 case car options
according to needs
Corrosion and impact resistant structure with steel body
Hygienic use thanks to optional anti-bacterial handle material
Apparatus and bag carrying compartment
Handy design with 360 degree rotating wheel systems and lock adjustment
Drawer use with easy opening and deep structure

Areas For Usage

Small Square
Meters Business

Supermarkets

Hypermarkets &
Discount Markets

Warehouses of
Department Stores

Warehouse Areas of
Online Stores

